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Release 2017.0.9
Improvements
The method for calculating the median has been improved.
	The database wizard also accesses the system tables of Oracle databases.
Bugfixes
The number of older file formats available when saving files is now equal when using the command line or using InfoZoom interactively.
	Special characters like ´, ` and ^ may be entered in the edit bar again.
	Clicking the f(x) symbol of classification attributes no longer causes an error.
Release 2017.0.8
Bugfixes
Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable Package for Visual Studio 2013 updated (Microsoft KB 3138367 and article 3179560). (18.05.2018)
Release 2017.0.6
Bugfixes
Numeric values are now correctly transferred to Excel when the typographic apostrophe is used as thousands separator. (2018-04-26)
	For the data sources CSV file and FOX file, it is now possible to change the connection data in the database wizard. (2018-02-12)
	For the data sources CSV file and FOX file, the "Refresh Data Source (Tables)" button is no longer displayed in the database wizard.
(2018-02-12)
Release 2017.0.4
Bugfixes
Inserting or updating data no longer causes a format error of date values used in list functions. (12.12.2017)
	Recalculation of an attribute of type classification no longer causes an error when updating data. (12.12.2017)
	When importing data the same error will no longer be reported multiple times. (12.12.2017)
	Fixed an error in conjunction with selections in interactive charts. (28.11.2017)
	Fixed an error during the initialization of an interactive chart. (23.10.2017)
	When updating data no longer new unnecessary identifiers will be generated. (04.08.2017)
	The circumflex character is now being stored correctly as a delimiter. (21.07.2017)
Release 2017.0.3
Improvements
If  the codomain contains negative values as well the scaling of axes is now more sensible in interactive charts. (10.07.2017)
	The InfoZoom Desktop main window is now being displayed on the screen it was closed before. (06.06.2017)
	Attributes of type link are now being computed more efficiently. (30.05.2017)
	Summaries of type count are now being computed more efficiently. (30.05.2017)
	Objects spread over multiple pages of a List & Label report are now displayed correctly. (04.05.2017)
	The SQL editor of the database wizard now processes up to one million characters. (28.04.2017)
	Authorizing the use of the List & Label designer is now possible in proAPLHA Analyzer. (26.04.2017)
Bugfixes
Refreshing the preview window in List & Label designer no longer causes InfoZoom Desktop to crash. (10.07.2017)
Release 2017.0.2
Improvements
Calculation of derived attributes is now performed faster in some special cases. (29.03.2017)
	InfoZoom Desktop Protected versions may now be used for up to 120 additional minutes after a network connection was lost. (20.03.2017)
	Progress OpenEdge Versions 11.5 und 11.6 are now supported. (22.02.2017)
	New functions for joining multiple InfoZoom tables are now available:
	Left Join

Right Join
Inner Join
Outer Join
(13.03.2017)
Bugfixes
When creating a table section is solely based on a mulitple values attribute a new key attribute is created automatically. Thus there won’t be displayed any chinese symbols in column headers any longer. (13.02.2017)
	When closing an internal report via the file menu it is now being checked whether the report has been modified. (17.02.2017)
	The OK and Cancel buttons of a List & Label chart’s properties dialog are now visible for low resolutions. (01.03.2017)
	Working with the queries list while displaying two tables side by side no longer causes a critical error on Windows 10 systems. (07.03.2017)
	Multiple values attributes consisting of more than 9,999 characters now display the string „More values…“ as an indication. (09.03.2017)
	The Visual C++ 2015 redistributables will now always be installed. (09.03.2017)
	Sorting large table no longer causes an internal program error. (13.03.2017)
Release 2017.0.1
Improvements
InfoZoom Desktop 2017 released.

